football staff altered, coaches terminated

by HALL ELLIOTT

New Staff Will Make Changes

Thursday's news staff meeting was called to announce that new staff replacements for the five current regulars will be announced this week. New sports writers will be named to cover the football, baseball, basketball and hockey programs. The meeting was also held to announce that the news staff is looking for its first editor in chief, a position that has not existed in the past.

The meeting was held to announce that new staff replacements for the five current regular writers will be announced this week. New sports writers will be named to cover the football, baseball, basketball and hockey programs. The meeting was also held to announce that the news staff is looking for its first editor in chief, a position that has not existed in the past.

PROPOSALS FOR RESTRUCTURING PRESENTED

Trustees agree to study SN board

by CAROLYN SHERWOOD

New Staff Writer

The MSU Board of Trustees has agreed to set up a meeting with the State News Board of Directors over the student newspaper's future.

The trustees, who are currently considering the future of the student newspaper, have not yet decided on a specific date for the meeting. However, they have asked the State News Board of Directors to present their proposals for restructuring the student newspaper at the meeting.

The State News Board of Directors, which is made up of students, has proposed several options for the future of the newspaper, including making it an all-volunteer staff or reducing the number of editors.
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U.S. will still leave Thailand

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)—The U.S. president's visionary tour of the troubled region was still in the air Thursday, with the outgoing administration saying the U.S. military will be pulled out of Thailand by July 30, but no indication that the U.S.-Thai military alliance will continue.

The U.S. mission in Thailand, run by the U.S. ambassador, will close down. The Thai government will take over the mission with a new U.S. ambassador appointed by the new Thai president.

Russian military and police will be withdrawn from Thailand, but the U.S. mission will remain. The U.S. military will continue to operate in Thailand, as will the Thai military.

MOSCOW (AP)—Millions of Soviet citizens gave a tearful send-off to the outgoing administration, with the outgoing administration saying the U.S. military will be pulled out of Thailand by July 30, but no indication that the U.S.-Thai military alliance will continue.

The U.S. mission in Thailand, run by the U.S. ambassador, will close down. The Thai government will take over the mission with a new U.S. ambassador appointed by the new Thai president.

Russian military and police will be withdrawn from Thailand, but the U.S. mission will remain. The U.S. military will continue to operate in Thailand, as will the Thai military.

Co-optable

The United States has agreed to co-optable positions in the Thai government. The U.S. mission in Thailand, run by the U.S. ambassador, will close down. The Thai government will take over the mission with a new U.S. ambassador appointed by the new Thai president.

Russian military and police will be withdrawn from Thailand, but the U.S. mission will remain. The U.S. military will continue to operate in Thailand, as will the Thai military.

Marches held in West Bank

BETHLEHEM, West Bank (AP)—Thousands of Palestinians marched through the West Bank on Saturday, rejecting the Israeli government's announcement that it will begin evacuating settlements in the West Bank.

The Palestinian Authority, which governs the West Bank, said it was preparing to take legal action against the Israeli government for the announcement.

The announcement was made after a meeting between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the Palestinian Authority earlier this week. The Palestinians said they would not accept the announcement.

Netanyahu said the announcement was made in consultation with the United States and the European Union. He said the announcement was made to facilitate a peace process.

The Palestinian Authority said it would not accept the announcement and would take legal action against the Israeli government.
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Ban Taser once and for all

The state legislature has given its final approval to legislation banning the sale, use or possession of the Taser electronic control weapon at this time. No discussion as to whether or not the weapon's ban will go into effect now rests with the governor.

The Taser, an electronic dart gun which immobilizes by volts with a 50,000 volt charge, was originally designed as a new weapon for law enforcement. Police, however, found it to be so impressive in its efficiency that the device has been sold to the public as a defense against muggers and other intruders.

Advertised as the alternative to the gun, the Taser was known to be used by many law enforcement officials, committing crimes as it was by citizens attempting to defend themselves.

We commend the legislature for taking swift and determined steps toward the banishment of this potentially lethal weapon.

Indeed it is a shattering thought, knowing that such a dangerous weapon was allowed to be sold on the market, much to the ignorance of government officials. The only result was that the Taser was brought to the disposal of the public free from all gun restrictions and could be purchased without the sexual registration and licensing procedures that accompany the gun purchase.

We suggest that the legislature take further action in this matter to prevent the possibility that such a weapon could be over the hands of the public again without examination and approval.

The sale and possession of the pistol depends on the wisdom of our representatives. Acting quickly and justifiably when forced to act in order to protect the safety of the public, acting with forethought in the true measure of the practical wisdom we demand of our government leaders.

We urge Gov. Miller to sign the bill so that the Taser ban can go into effect immediately. With that burden removed from the shoulders of our lawmakers, it then can begin to act on the urgent legislation that will prevent such a situation from arising ever again.

---

Maybe in the 1980s, the use of this electronic weapon may have some justification. But it is impractical and unnecessary, considering the fact that we already have in our state a reputation as one of the toughest on the law.

We cannot know how much of the current apprehension about Richard Nixon has been alleviated. A brash, but effective and strong, leader is needed in the face of his life in the White House. It brings to mind the words of Kimball Holmes, not about the President, but about the American people. We have learned the lesson of history that a President must be surrounded by strong, able advisors.

The 1976 presidential candidate should be an Oregonian, someone who has been a part of the American experience. The man should be a leader of the private sector and can control the executive branch of government.

---

The two main issues that are uppermost in the minds of people right now are the war in Lebanon and the situation in the Middle East.

Easter brings hope in Lebanon

The year-old Lebanese civil war has been the civil war. It has been the source of international concern and aid to Lebanon, but of far greater concern has been the situation in the Middle East.

The Lebanese conflict is one of the most serious regional events of our time. It is a civil war between the Arabs and the Jews, but it is also a war between the West and the East.

The United Nations has been trying to bring peace to Lebanon for years, but without success. The situation is further complicated by the presence of several foreign armies in the country, including the Israelis, the Egyptians, and the Americans.

Despite the difficulties, the United Nations continues to work towards a peaceful solution. The countries involved have agreed to a truce, but this has not yet been implemented.

It is hoped that the warm weather and the upcoming Easter will bring a period of peace and reconciliation to Lebanon. The Lebanese people have been through a difficult time, and they deserve a break from the conflict.

---

William F. Buckley

Unlimited snooping invades privacy

Bicentennial

Plan for the Fourth of July at East Lansing was announced recently by the city commission. Activities will include a fireworks display, theater and water for spectators and children plus a midnight celebration and a grand finale.

The Fourth of July parade will take place in the early afternoon, with a wide variety of participants including local schools, churches, businesses, and organizations. There will be floats, musicians, and entertainers to keep the crowd entertained.

The evening will feature a grand finale, with a fireworks display and a midnight celebration. The activities will be followed by a grand finale, with a fireworks display and a midnight celebration. The activities will be followed by a midnight celebration.

LETTERS

To the Editor

Meanwhile, watch this paper for more news and developments.

Thank you.

East Lansing Public Library

Question

In response to Stave Kappes' letter written May 15, I have a question. Isn't it true that, in the United States, the people have the right to privacy?

Special case

I have just finished reading my copy of the April 19 issue of East Lansing Today. It was a fine issue. This issue features the concept of the fourth estate, which I find to be the most important of our freedoms. It is the only way in which the public can learn the truth about the things they hear, see, or read.

In response, I would like to say that, in the United States, the people have the right to privacy. It is the only way in which the public can learn the truth about the things they hear, see, or read.

In response, I would like to say that, in the United States, the people have the right to privacy. It is the only way in which the public can learn the truth about the things they hear, see, or read.

To the Editor:

In response to Stave Kappes' letter written May 15, I have a question. Isn't it true that, in the United States, the people have the right to privacy?

Love

Love you, but I don't think you understand what I mean. I'm writing this letter because I think you should know how much I care about you. I love you, but I don't think you understand what I mean. I'm writing this letter because I think you should know how much I care about you.

Love, always, Stave Kappes

Sparty

I'm writing the letter in concern over the article written by the author who is writing for the Sparty. The article was about the decision of a student in the MSU. It is not a decision that I support, but I respect your right to make your own decision.

I believe that, in the United States, the people have the right to privacy. It is the only way in which the public can learn the truth about the things they hear, see, or read.

Love, Stave Kappes
Volunteer army called failure

A dramatic change is at hand:

ArtCarved introduces the first fashion collection of women's wedding rings.

The world's leading manufacturer of diamond and wedding rings knows when it's time for a brand-new look in college rings.

You can see the new ArtCarved fashion collection on Ring Day.

Every ring in it is designed for the woman who appreciates beautiful jewelry and tradition of a college ring.

If that means you, don't miss the new ArtCarved rings. You'll like their style.

Student Book Store
421 E. Grand River
351-4210

RING DAYS
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
APRIL 19th and 20th
THE JOHN ROBERTS LINE SPECIAL WILL BE HERE FROM
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. TO TAKE YOUR ORDER AND SHIP YOU.
College rings by ARTCARVED

That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here to help you select your custom-made college ring. It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved ring on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

SAVE UP TO 50% Any day's the day to save on a gold ArtCarved ring. $10 if you pay in full. $9 if you pay a standard deposit.
10 FREE GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS WITH EACH RING PURCHASE
World-famous for diamond and wedding rings
State health care cost knocked

Detroit Free Press, April 10, 1980

Candiates sought for PIRGIM board

Piricism, the Public Interest Research Group in Michigan, is looking for leadership to take student ideas onto action.

Student services help

Piricism's director of student services has announced plans for a long-range plan to provide health care for Michigan's uninsured and underinsured students.

Judge resigns from court

Lansing, Mich. — Lansing Circuit Judge Donald L. Kollins announced Friday he is resigning from the bench to enter private practice.

Beale is back

Beale is back with the very finest in hard-core pornography motion pictures.

America's Cup

At the America's Cup restaurant, the world's finest cuisine is available.

Coming to the union

Tom Kollins

- 3 times State of Michigan Champ
- 5 times contestant in U. S. Open
- Recent winner of 9-ball tournament

Billiard Room Admission Free

Welcome Back. Have a complete Chicken Dinner For Only $1.99

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

BETTERFIELD THEATRE

BEAL IS BACK WITH THE VERY FINEST IN HARD-CORE PORNOGRAPHIC MOTION PICTURES

"A NEW WAVE IN POLISHED EROTICA."

"A WOYEUR'S FANTASY COME TRUE..."

"THE FIRST SEX FILM ABOUT LOVE."

"EUREKA! THE BEST AND MOST IMPORTANT EROTIC FILM I'VE EVER SEEN."

"A TRUE...COME BEAUTIFUL..."

"THE TRUE...COME BEAUTIFUL..."

THE TRUE...COME BEAUTIFUL..."
PLACE YOUR WEDDING OR ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

IN THE SPECIAL WEDDING PAGE—COMING MAY 19.

JUST COMPLETE FORM AND MAIL WITH YOUR PAYMENT TO STATE NEWS CLASSIFIED DEPT.

NAME: ____________________________

ADDRESS: _______________________

PHONE: __________________________

JA CODE: _________________________

PRINT ANNOUNCEMENT HERE:

DEADLINE: FRIDAY, MAY 16, 6:00 p.m.

Mail to: STATE NEWS CLASSIFIED DEPT., 347 State Street, East Lansing, MI 48823
ED RONDEROS

Thanks, Sturg, I needed that.
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Fendley Collins dies

Former MSU wrestling coach Fendley Collins died in estate at a Lansing hospita.

Collins, 81, was a longtime resident of Flint and a former head coach of the MSU wrestling team.

Collins was known for his coaching of the MSU wrestling team from 1962 to 1980, during which time he led the Spartans to five national championships.

He died on November 13, 2023, at a hospital in Lansing, Michigan.

MSU ends "start"

BY EDWARD B. BRAUNER

State News Staff Writer

The beginning of a new year is nearly the end for the MSU wrestling team.

"It's been a challenging year for our team," said head coach Billy Joe Enlow. "We've had our ups and downs, but we're excited to see how we do in the upcoming season."
On a drizzly April weekend, hifi is nice to have.

As you know too well, April heralds in the rainy season. So we'd like to bring up a very good reason for buying one of our hifi systems right now.

You can play hifi in the rain, when you can't play golf or tennis.

A good music system helps make things happen indoors, when there's nothing happening outdoors. Nothing sets the mood for indoor activities better than good music played on a good music system.

Do you need a better reason to come in to Tech Hifi right now for one of our quality component music systems?

Tech Hifi has a system waiting for you that'll meet your budget requirements (complete systems start as low as $199). And no matter what kind of music you like best, our expert salespeople can help you put together a system that will be just right for a drizzly April afternoon, or any other time you just want to stay home and enjoy yourself.

Only Tech Hifi gives you a selection that includes over one hundred of the best names in hifi, and Tech Hifi guarantees your complete satisfaction with the components you buy from us, in writing.

We even guarantee the lowest price.

So whether you're interested in a complete system, or just a new component to upgrade the system you may already own, there's no question that you'll get the best deal at Tech Hifi.

Next time it rains on your parade, we can help you keep the band playing.
EVERYBODY NEEDS ENTERTAINMENT

What do all the big shots do?

By SUGIE ROLLINS

State News Staff Writer

Entertainment that does not cost a lot of money can be entertaining. The old friends, which is a positive note,

doesn't cost a lot of money. To most university students it may mean saving something for
ing, drinking and eating at student unions, plays or other public entertainments. Some students are fortunate to have parents who
can pay for entertainments. The old friends, which is a positive note, in social life, does not cost a lot of money.

I love to watch all kinds of sports, tennis, crank, baseball, basketball, and the like. Of course, I am watching with my colleagues' kids around.
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On the road in a parked car

Smiling in the back seat

How to play 'a mean pinball'

Pinball palace pundits prosper...
On the air to a preciousfew
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Just turn your radio on

for the latest night blues